
Can you say no to the Uranium Dollar? 
 

200,000 people died after the nuclear bomb on Hiroshima. 

140,000 in Nagasaki -  Men, women and children. 

Fukushima will remain danger for generations. 

300,000 people are expected to suffer from cancer due to 
the Fukushima plant.  

 

The Uranium was supplied by Australia. 
 

While a Nuclear Holocaust may not be on the public 
agenda, more countries now have the nuclear capacity, 
than ever before. And more countries seeing nuclear 
power as their security. 

 

But how many people must die before we say NO, to the 
Uranium dollar? 

Uranium is not just for Nuclear power. It is central to the 
Arms industry. 

Uranium is used as a death instrument. Not everyone can 
buy it. Not everywhere has it. 

The more  it is controlled. The more dangerous it 
becomes. 

 

Australia has the world’s largest known deposits of 
Uranium. 

Nuclear power, Nuclear bomb. Without uranium, there'd be 
none.   

Nuclear power, Nuclear bomb, When it goes boom, we're 
all gone. 



In a world full of guns, it is the man who sells bullets who 
is most culpable. 

 

Let Government seize all Uranium assets from whoever 
own it. 

And Ban forever its industry in this country. 

That is how you say NO to the Uranium dollar. 

That is how you stop the spread of nuclear bombs. 

 

Nuclear power is not safe. 

Nuclear bombs are not under control. 

UNLESS we stop all of our nuclear weapons, 

The road to that end, starts HERE, NOW, with the first 
step - to OUTLAW the MINING of, the SALES of and the 
ONWERSHIP of Uranium. 
 

Let all commercial interests be on notice. we will close 
down your Uranium mines in Australia. We don’t want your 
jobs. We don’t want your salaries. We say NO to the 
Uranium dollar. 

 

Because if we don't  -  more Nuclear Holocaust will 
continue. 

MORE nuclear power stations will be built. 

MORE nuclear bombs will be made. 

on MY town and YOUR town 

 

Consider this.. 

 



No one needs reminding - that nuclear power is safe. 

Except in Chernobyl & Fukushima 

No one needs reminding - that nuclear bombs are a 
deterrent, and not for dropping. 

Except on Japan. 

Whose Uranium will be supplied by Australia 

 

Ask the people of Fukushima, we should exported 
uranium from NSW. 

They will say, 'All urainium should be banned.' 

  

We the people of Sydney, 

We the people of World, 

We are as one with the people of Fukushima. 

We are the masses whose opinion has not been counted. 

But our voice will be heard, because we will speak up. We 
will shout about it. 

It is not for ourselves but for our children and their children 
and their children's children. For the future. 

 

I ask you, say no to the Uranium dollar. 

OUTLAW ALL MINING, EXPORT & USE OF URANIUM in 
Australia. 

Because life goes on without it. 

Thank you. 

 

 
 

 



 

 


